
  
 

  
 

  
   

  
 

   
 

 
  

  
  
 

 
    
    
  

 
   

 
 

   
  

 
  
   

  

    

  

PROPOSAL 111 – 5 AAC 85.015. Hunting seasons and bag limits for black bear; 85.020. 
Hunting seasons and bag limits for brown bear; and 92.044. Permit for hunting bear with 
the use of bait or scent lures. Open a fall season for hunting brown bear and black bear over 
bait in Unit 13 as follows: 

Brown bear and black bear may be taken over bait in Unit 13 from April 15 to June 30 and from 
August 20 to October 15 except that portion of Unit 13E that is Denali State Park. Hunting 
brown bear over bait from August 20 to October 15 will be by registration permit only. 
This hunt may be closed by emergency order if a harvest goal is met. 

What is the issue you would like the board to address and why? I am proposing a fall bear 
baiting season in Unit 13 for both brown and black bears. There is a very high population of both 
brown and black bear in Unit 13 that are under-harvested because most of this unit is very 
remote and hard to access and a lot of it is heavily timbered. Many hunters who bait in the spring 
in this area report seeing five to ten bears on every bait station in this area. I would like to see a 
higher utilization of this game resource. The Department of Fish and Game (department) has put 
video cameras on some brown bear in this area and some bears were observed killing or at least 
eating up to forty different moose and caribou in a very short period of time. Most of them 
calves. The Board of Game (board) has watched some of these videos. It can't hurt to take a few 
more of these bears. The board failed a similar proposal in February of 2015 that would have 
allowed fall baiting in Subunit 13D for fear of over-harvest of brown bear. I have personally 
been baiting bears in the spring in this unit since 2014 and have found brown bears to be very 
smart and cautious around bait stations and almost always approach from far down wind. They 
are not easy to harvest this way. They are nothing like the bold and care free black bears. I have 
also baited brown bear in Unit 16 in the fall and found them to be the same in the fall there, with 
most coming in after dark. There is a two brown bear bag limit in Unit 16 and there has not been 
a dramatically high brown bear harvest in this area, only a moderate one and the baiting season 
in Unit 16 runs from April 15 to October 15. I think there is almost no chance of over-harvest of 
brown bear on this hunt. Just to be cautious, I propose this hunt to be a registration hunt so the 
department can keep better track of the number of hunters in the field and the total number of 
bears taken this way. If the department are really concerned about over-harvest they could even 
put a harvest goal on it and close the season by emergency order if it is met. 

PROPOSED BY: Dan Montgomery (EG-F17-068) 
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